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From: Dominick Mancine 
Subject: TAB:  Healthy Sick by Bettie Serveert

cover of Healthy Sick
>From the album Palomine by Bettie Serveert
Original by Sebadoh

There are several words that I could not decipher, so I
left them as dashes.  Also, some lyrics have question marks,
for the same reason.
I usually add some extra notes in some of the changes.
In the A4 - C change, I play D-C-B on the B string,
and in the C - G change, I play the bass line (E-F#-G on
the low E string).

G#4 = 002230

Intro:
G# - G#4  x4

G#              G#4
   No one can stop it all
      B
from crashing down to shit(?)
F#          C#
    Rush to feel something
G#
more than just the sound of it
G#           G#4       B
     time time ----------
F#             C#             G#
     sometimes magic is so very very boring(?)



G# G#4

        G#               G#4
it s a healthy kind of sick
B
    Some sort -----------
    F#                  C#
I m very sad, i don t feel bad at all
G#                          G#4
   it s a different kind of sane(?)
   B
a crazy kind of sane(?)
F#                    C#
   feeling without a name
     G#
----------

G# G#4  x4

Eb                  F#
because I have my doubts
   C#               G#
I know it must be true
  Eb               C#
watch the dream die every day
  G#
I don t know what to do

   C#                               G#
I know it s only fear that makes me wonder
        Eb          C#       G#
and I wonder why I m so afraid
        Eb          C#        G#
yes, i wonder why I m so afraid
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